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Rationale»—-This study ims designed to reveal the facts pertain¬
ing to the legal status of trading stamps in the United States, how
they affect prices and to show the extent and nature of the contro¬
versy concerning the use of trading stamps by retailers and consumers.
It is hoped that from this information further light will be thrown
on this interesting marketing practice and that others will be
encouraged to do fxarther research in this area*
To begin with the origin of trading stan5>s, we would first think
of premiums nidiich have been used since the beginning of recorded history*
The baker *s dozen, free tokens for the children, a slice of cheese with
large orders, and theater tickets to draw customers have been common
devices among retailers since the begimiing of mercantile business*^
The B* T. Babbett Company was the first to use a systematic
premivm plan starting in 1851* This was a plan wherein coupons were
placed inside soap wrappers and when a sufficient amount of coupons was
accumulated, customers could receive pictures for them. Later, during
the 1860*s, the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Compeiny adopted a syste-
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matic premium plan isherein a discount was given to cash custojoers*
^•'Boom in Premiums," Business Week (May 14, 1938), pp* 27-28*
^Harvey L. Vredenburg, Trading Stamps (Indiana University*
Bureau of Business Research, 1956), p* 13*
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The trading stamp, as distinguished from premitjms, made its first
appearance in 1891. It is a marketing practice which has been surviving
in the economy for over a half century with varying popularity* However,
it was not until 1950 that trading stamps began to exi>and widely. Since
1950, trading stamps have had the greatest expansion, have drawn the
attention of more retailers and consumers, but Imve been more confusing
and misxmderstood than in any other period during the history of the
industry*
Trading stamps first appeared at Schuster’s Department Store in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The early trading stamps operated on the same
procedure as coupons. The steimps could be saved and pasted in a stas^
book by the customer and turned in for merchandise just as coupons had
been in the past. Schuster referred to this as the Blue Trading Stamp
System. In 1905, the name was changed to Schuster Stamps; eind customers
were allowed Jl.OO in merchandise or t.TO in cash for a book of 500
stamps representing total purchases of $50.00.^
The Sperry and Hutchinson Company was organized in 1896. Thomas
Sperry developed the idea of the trading stamp company as an independent
business. He realized that the trading stands was an efficient means for
giving a discount for cash on small purchases. He felt that the plan
would be more valuable to all concerned if several stores used the same
stait^s*
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The introduction of this system brought immediate success. A
rapid increase, both in the number of retailers using stamps and in the
number of stamp companies, follcned. The stam^) companies receiTred most
of their support from small grocers, gasoline stations, service establish¬
ments, and hardware stores. Occasionally, leading department stores and
chains tried stamps but soon originated a program of their own.^
On the other hand, this new system also brought about problems,
companies were entering the stamp business with limited funds and
with no intentions of redemption; suoh con5>anies would sell stamps in
one area xmtil books started coming in for redemption, then discontinue
business or move to another area of the country. Problems of this nature
seriously handicapped the industry for several years and have reappeared
recently.
During World War II, the stamp companies suffered a tremendous
loss in business. Merchandise was scarce and the retailer was left with
less concern for sales promotion. Price control made no allowance for
increased cost of business, such as rent, services, labor, and advertising;
therefore, many retailers were forced out of business completely and
others had to cut their expenses to a very low scale. Since sales pro¬
motion was hardly needed to sell the available goods, discontinuance of
stamps vras one means of reducing operating expenses.
After the war in 1945, there was smooth sailing for large stamp
companies. Competition had forced the most inefficient compsudes out of
^Ibid., p. 14.
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business and the leading companies such as Sperry and Hutchinson of Hew
York and Gold Bond System of Minneapolis were left to do most of the
business. TOiile small inefficient companies were being forced out of
business* Sperry and Hutchinson and Gold Bond continued to grow. A.t the
same time, there were other companies entering the field idio possessed
enough capital to fight competition and as a result made rapid progress.
Some comments in the Wall Street Journal show how rapidly stamps
gained in popularity from 1951 to 1953*
A good gauge of the current swing to stamp plans
is offered by the growth of their operators. The
Sperry and Hutchinson Company of New York* oldest
and biggest in the field, has 55,000 retail stores
using its "Green StaB5)B." The company operates a
chain of 300 redemption stores, double the number
it had ten years ago, to handle the tens of
thousands of shoppers weekly udio convert stamps
into roasters, carpets* or lamps. It also distri¬
butes a premimn catalogue to 15 million families
throu^out the country. • • •
Because of the tremendous size of its operations*
Sperry and Hutchinson has become the biggest single
buyer of some small appliances with big appliance
makers. • • •
The Gold Bond System of Minneapolis boasts
7*000 retail clients in Minneapolis and Iowa.
This company’s business has doubled every year
since 1945 and today it has ei^t redeii5)tion stores
in operation. It’s about to open 10 more and the
management thinks before long it will have 40 re¬
demption stores in the midwest.
The most dramatic evidence of how stamp plans
are growing is illustrated by the record of the
Southern Premium Star^) Company of Atlanta. It
started soliciting business in the spring of 1952.
Today it has 500 merchants using its bluish green
stamps despite competition from three other staiq)
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companies in the area. By 1955, says Bob Shepherd,
Vice President, Southern expects to have 1,500
retailers signed up*^
There are several reasons why the upward trend of stamps has
gained momentvmi since 1951* Prior to this time, the attitude of the
supermarket managers, and to some extent of the stamp companies, had been
that stamps were not practical for supermarkets* In 1951, a Denver super¬
market started using staii5>s with satisfactory results. Since that time,
supermarkets have been rapidly increasing their use of the stamp plan*
The movement in food retailing has meant a phenomenal growth for the
stamp business* The trading stamp business in food stores rose 60 per
p
cent from August, 1952 to August, 1953*
Competition can be said to have forced supermarkets into employ¬
ment of stamp plans* The rapid expansion of supermarkets has built up
a svirplus capacity of food retailers for today’s food market* The
rapidly rising fixed costs of supermarket operation have made an increased
sales volvane about the only practical method of meeting these costs*
Since a substantial portion of operating expenses is fixed, a sli^t drop
in sales vol\mie will move a grocer with a small 3Daargin from a satisfactory
profit to a deficit* The increasing efficiency of supermarkets is still
trimming cost when more volume is obtained. These conditions emphasize
the importance of constantly expanding sales* These same pressures
apply in a lesser degree to other retailers*
%all Street Journal (New York), August 18, 1953, pp* 1 and 8*
^’’The Premium Boom in Pood Retailing," Premium Practice (March,
1954), p. 26.
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Operating Procedures and Techniques
Trading stamps do not represent a con^lete promotional program
■which ■will automatically produce the best results for the store* S’tamps
cannot make a poor merchandiser successful but may bring a good merchan¬
diser greater success* The ins^tallation of a stanq) plan will probably
demand more efficient management« more aggressive promotions« and more
■vigilant control of e3q)ense8*
The first action that is usually taken in introducing trading
stamps is to establish store policies pertaining to the stao^ plan*
Policies are prepared ■to direct store personnel as to who ■will recei-ve
stamps, when staups ■will be gi^ven to •various types of customers, and ■the
procedure for handling stamps in "the store*
The manager es^bablishes a policy which ■will guide employees in
determining ■vdxich customers should recei-ve stamps* He decides if stamps
■will be gl^ven on cash purchases to discount groups such as businesses,
Insti^tutions, and employees* The discount allo^wed to ultimate con-
staners often does not restrict ■the gi-vlng of s^taji^s* This problem arises
in connection with sales of i^tems reduced for clearaiuse and on case lot
purchases*
Store policy clearly s^ta^tes the ■type of purchase vdiich ■warrants
stamps* This is carefully coordinated ■with other store policies so that
management’s objectives ■will be a^ttained* Depending on ■what practices
management ■wishes to foster or reduce, the policy designates whe^ther such
•types of orders as mail, telephone, ser-vice, and trade-in sales should
receive stamps*
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Dealing with stamps in connection with service and retxirned
merchandise is a bit complicated but is left entirely to the manager to
make the decision. It is not usual for stamps to be given for services*
However, if the service has any positive effect on the volume of sales«
stamps are often given* Also, in the event merchandise is returned,
the stamps may be collected on the spot or the cost is deducted from
the value of the merchandise. Both situations can have their influence
on the customers; therefore, caution is exercised vdienever management
is confronted with this type of problem.
There are three systems used in dispensing stamps. The system
depends on the type of merchandise being sold, the internal control
system of accoimting for cash, the sales procedure, and the discretion
of the manager. The manager may use the cashier system, the central
booth system, or let the clerk or sales people give stamps. The most
efficient and commonly used method is the cashier system. In the large
nvimber of self-service stores, such as supermarkets, managers believe
that it is more economical to let the cashier give the stamps at the
checkout coxmter,^
The central booth system is not widely used because it is too
costly and occupies quite a bit of space* However, the cost of booth
operations is thought to be partly offset because a nuinber of customers
will not take the time to turn in cash register receipts to obtain stamps.
The system whereby staiiq>s are dispensed by clerks and sales
people is found mostly in small businesses. Turning to store policy
^Vredenburg, op, cit., pp, 75-80,
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once again, this points up the necessity for making sure that employees
are aware of who should receive stamps*
Regardless of idiat system is being used, the meinagement should
convey to the en^loyees the importance of protecting stsimps and respecting
their value*
There are various operating tactics and techniques being used on
consumers by stores using stamps. The tactics of some illustrate the
variations possible in stamp mercheuadising* A direct-mail advertisement
that includes a free stamp offer is very useful in promoting a new plan.
This gives the store an opportunity to stirvey its present customers and
to acquire the names of potential ones.
It has been known that a few retailers will give 30 stanps when
«
a customer brings in a filled book. This will give him a greater incen¬
tive to start a new book. Also, these retailers want to encourage re¬
demption at their own stores because redemptions are extra business.
Double-stamp days on normally slow, early-in-the-week days sure
the most common deviation from a strai^t stamp program. Some retailers
give double stamps dviring slow morning hours. A typical practice is to
give an extra 30 stamps on all sales over $10 dxiring special sale days.
Retailers selling and advertising highly durable goods often
use st€ui5)s as a bargaining factor. Tlilhen these dealers are forced to
make a deep price cut to close a sale, they inform the customer that
insufficient margin remains to permit giving stamps on the transaction.
The psychological affect on the customer is more important than the
stamps would be in this situation,^
^Albert Haring, Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy
(Indiana Hniversity* Bureau of Business Research, 1958), p, 173*
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It ivas also discovered that some premiums found in the premium
catalogues have "been advertised. After advertising these premiums, a few
companies will cooperate with such merchants by reducing the number of
coupons required to secure the purchase. Also, by advertising, the
incentive is greater to pxirchase due to the availability of all premiimis.
The Movanent of Stamps Into A Community
The movement of staups into a community generally follows a
pattern. A stamp company, such as S. and H., Top Value, or Gold Bond,
finds a supermarket chain with a relatively small share of idiat it thinks
is its potential market and with some excess capacity. The stamp
company’s representative can be very persuasive. He is armed with studies
showing the growth in business that others have gained in using stamps.
He also has various studies by psychologists idio have examined the
conscious motives of the women vdio collect stamps; many derive intensive
emotional satisfaction from saving stamps; and there are some psychologists,
at least, idio view these savers as having regressed to the "analretentive
stage of development."^ The studies by Dr. Zlass show that the consiaaer,
once she starts collecting, is not likely to stop. Fimlly, the stamp
conpsmy has figvures viiich suggest that the stamps will bring enough new
business to the store so that they more thsui pay for themselves*
The supermarket buys the stamps from the stanp conpany; the
price is ordinarily figrired at 2 per cent of retail sales and the
1r. ^tmmer, "Will Trading Staups Stick," Fortune Magazine
(August, 1960), 116-19.
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sales figure is often determined in a close audit of the books. A super¬
market that had an annual volume 6f |1 million, for example, mi^t pay
the stamp company $20,000 for about ten million stamps. The stamp
company gives the store an exclusive franchise for its stamps in the
retailing area. In addition to stands, the retailer receives all
saving books, the catalogues of merchandise for reden^ition, and a large
amomt of promotional material. Meanwhile, the stan^ cmpai^ sets a
redeB5)tion center nearby, to which savers can bring in their filled books
and select premituns.
With the contract, which may run from one to ten years, the stamp
company will proselytise the surrounding drugstores, dry cleaners, ser¬
vice stations and other small merchants atten^ting to build up a "family
of stamp givers" aroimd the supermarket. These small merchants ordinari¬
ly pay something more than 2 per cent of their sales to get the stamps
they need. Characteristically, they buy their stamps in small lots, and
they might pay as much as 3 per cent; but they generally give stan5)s only
to customers who ask for them, yhich brings down their xiet cost.
When the stait^js are signed up, the stamp company sets off a
barrage of newspaper advertising and throw-away promotions to announce
the impending local revolution in retailing. Special offers are made
in order to get the customers in and to acquaint them with the different
departments of the store. In the weeks following, the store may con¬
tinue to use "double stamps" to beef up business in any department not
doing the volxmie it should. In areas in vhich stamps are something
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new, a store introducing them might -well gain 30 per cent or even 50
per cent in Tolume in less than six months*^
These spectacular successes are not, of course, lost on the com¬
petition, To win back customers, the coii^jeting chains nay try to meet
the stamps with their own premium offers; but these are generally one¬
time deals which cannot have the same effect on customer loyalty as a
continuing program. In trying to fight stamps, some stores have also
used tape plans. The cash register tapes are saved and can later be
exchanged for premitnas, but these plans are expensive for a store to
operate and difficult to control. Also, tapes do not seem to have the
same appeal to housewives as trading stamps. Stamps have also been
fought, though without success, in several state legislatures. One argu¬
ment against them is that, if the stamps really have any value, then
they represent indirect price cuts and so violate soma unfair trade laws.
Finally, stamps have been fought simply with low prices; but in this age
of affluence, not many customers have the patience to figure out which
supermarket is on balance the cheapest place to shop. A & P supermarket
is among the very few that have been able to fight stamps on price; but
its futiire success in this endeavor is, as President Burgen indicated,
\mcertain.
And BO finally, the other chains rush to other stamp companies.
President H. U. McNamora of National Tea, which took on S. & H. Stamps
in Chicago, says, %e fought stamps with everything wo had before wo
J-Ibld., pp. 116-19.
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capitulated. But women Believe in them. They will leave their change on
the counter, hut not their stamps."^
llhid
CHAPTER II
THE ECONOMICS OF TRADING STAMPS
Cost of Trading Stamps
Before going directly into trading stamp cost« a clearer tmder-
standing should he obtained of the relationship of stamps to items sold
Td-th stamps. Do consumers buy more because of stamps or would they buy
the same amovuit of goods regardless of whether stamps were giirenT Since
stamps have expanded into the financial institutions« do bankers have
more new deposits? Do insurance salesmen sell more insurance because
their wives will receive a stamp for every f.lO worth of insurance
sold?^ In essence, do stan^js increase effective demand?
We have noticed that goods sold by stamp-using retailers are
very much in demand, and it would seem as thou^ the same amount of
these goods would be sold if stamps were not given. However, this is a
very false assumption. The trading stamp has proven to be a determining
factor for consxnaer buying in that it has shifted a nimber of consumer
buying habits from a credit basis to a cash basis. Stamps have been
proven to be a very distinguishing factor for consumer buying in that
they make the oons\jmer believe that he is getting the goods bought plus
something free. Stamps have caused the consxaner to buy in greater q^uanti-
^”Eoonomic and Social Contributions of Trading Stamps," Some Fre¬
quently Asked Questions About S & H and the Trading Stamp Business
(March, 1962^, p. 6.
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ties because the more they buy the greater number of stamps they mill re¬
ceive*
Trading stamps have the same effect cn demand as a higher inccn®*
An increase in constimer income will shift the demand curve to the right
and so will stamps* Also* stamps shift consumer tastes and preferences
toward outlets giving stan^js mdxioh also causes the demand curve to shift
to the right. With stamps* constimers will usually be willing to increase
their rate of purchase at any alternative price* Therefore, we can say
in general that stamps very definitely increase effective demand*
Trading stamps are by no means a ciire for all the ills of hi^ly
competitive retailing* The retailer who elects to use stamps as part of
his promotional effort should recognize clearly that he does so with the
idea of increasing his net profits* primarily as a result of increasing
his total volme of sales* Almost all of his profit benefits stem from
this increase in sales volume* When the retailer has increased his
voliane* this has a tendency to spread fixed cost over a larger quantity
of goods* It also increases inventory turnover and reduces loss through
spoilage and obsolescence*
In his search for increased volume* the stamp user incxxrs a
direct cost of from 2 to 3 per cent of sales*^ (He pays |15 for 5*000
stamps and ustially one stamp is given for each (*10 in sales.) This means
that ihe volume increase neoesssury to yield additional profits must run
in the nei^borhood of 10 to 15 per cent (assiaming that costs resulting
from increased volttme are basically variable costs) before he begins to
^Haring* op* cit** p. 167*
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get the profit advantage that he seeks. It is inperative, therefore,
that the stamp using retailer has at least the opportunity to obtain such
volume increases and to handle them without adding to his other operating
costs.
In addition to the direct cost of trading stamps, the retailer is
also creating an indirect cost. The indirect cost would include the dis¬
tribution expenses and also expenses for promotional purposes. Expenses
for promoting stan5>s may or may not be used depending on the retailer.
The indirect cost for promotional purposes would include incentives to
attract new customers to buy and to encourage old customers to buy a
greater portion of their goods from one outlet.
To illustrate the importance of this direct and indirect cost for
stamps, we can assume that we were operating a business and its annual
sales were $100,000 and had operating expenses of $20,000 vdiich are 20
per cent of total sales. Ota* stanp cost of 5 per cent would immediately
increase by $3,000. Operating expenses would immediately rise from 20
to 23 per cent of sales if voltmae did not increase. How much would
voltane have to rise to reduce operating expenses again to 20 per centt
Volume will have to rise approximately $15,000 in order to reduce operating
expenses again to 20 per cent. ($23,000 ♦ $115,000 - 20^) Therefore, it
can be said that for every one per cent increase in operating expenses
created by stamps, sales volume has to increase approximately $5,000 in
order to operate at the existing profit before stampw.
Let us assume that the profits woxxld be greater after stamps j that
is, operating expenses would be 19 per cent or even 18 per cent of sales.
The volume would have to increase much greater in this case. In order to
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keep otir operating expenses constant and increase volume so as to receive
a greater profit than existed before stamps, say 19 per cent, vol^ane
■would ha'VB to increase to approximately $20,000, ($23,000 « $120,000 s
19,6 per cent) If operating expenses decreased to 18 per cent, volxane
would have to increase to approximately $125,000,
Now for the indirect cost, vre cannot apply any specific numbers,
nor can -we say that the cost would he any definite percen-bage of sales.
This cost ■will vary from one line of trade to another and is also
optional to the retailer. But wha^te^ver the indirect cost may he, -this
■will he added to the operating expenses and voltime would ha-ve to increase
even greater in order to operate at the same profit before stamps or a
greater profit.
Increased volume seems to he 'th.e most important factor in obtain¬
ing best results from any trading stamp plan. The opportunity to obtain
■voliune depends upon the retailer *3 psresent position in the market and the
dynamics of 'the market si-fcuation. If a re^tailer has most of the -brade in
a particular area, and the prospect of additional volimie is slim, stamps
would he of little or no use, Ho^we^ver, it is possible to use stajzps in
■this situation but merely to maintain present market sta-tus.
An increase in sales comes about in two -mays: first, by inducing
present custcaners to buy a greater portion of -their goods from one outlet;
and second, to attract new cxistomers to btay, TJhich alternative to use to
increase sales would be left to -the retailer. Before any decision is
made, a very careful analysis should be made pertaining to the amount of
increase in present cus'tomer buying, the amotint of cash necessary to
induce new customers to buy, present location, and competition.
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Let us assume that a retailer had decided to adopt BtaB5)S and his
total sales were (50^000; the stamp cost was 3 per cent of sales which
is tl«500 plus a small percentage of sales for distribution piurposes* In
order to keep his price at a minimum, he decided not to spend for pro¬
motional purposes. The retailer distributed the stamps for three months
and his volume remained the same. After this time, he was forced to
choose between three alternatives* (l) to drop the stamp plan con^letely
after spending approximately |375, (total annual sales - $50,000, three
months equals to ^ of $50,000 or $12,500; 3 per cent of $12,500 is $375.)
(2) to increase his indirect cost on present customers so that they wotild
have an incentive to buy on a larger scale, (Giving double stamps for all
purchases made over a cez*tain amount of cash spent, also having double
stanq> days) or (3) increase indirect cost on new customers with the hope
of increasing sales. (Giving double stamps for all purchases; using
various types of advertising media.)
In the first case, if we assume that the stamp plan were dropped
completely, there would be a total loss of funds invested in the stamps
and a possible loss of customers. Assvtming in the second case that the
retailer increases his expenditures on his present customers with the hope
that they will buy a larger qmntity would also be a great risk. It is
likely that some type of incentive could be given to increase the quantity
being bought by present customers; but the amount of increase in sales
would not be enou^ to coii5)ensato for the cost of the stamps. (Assiaaing
that the retailer will no longer give one stamp for each $.10 sale but
maybe two, three, or even tour stamps for each $.10 sale.) This could
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continue to become very costly. As the retailer spends to increase
incentives, the sales volume vrill increase at a slower pace than the ex¬
pense for the incentives*^ Therefore, the third alternative would be the
most logical decision. This is true because in offering incentives for
new customers, the old customers could still take advantage of this oppor¬
tunity* With the additional new customers and the small increase in
buying efforts of old customers, it is very likely that the stamp cost
could be covered*
A number of retailers have adopted stamps and have been unable
to cover the stamp cost. As a result, they believe that stamps are the
worst thing that could have been introduced in our economy. On the other
hand, the majority of retailers who have adopted stamps are able to cover
the cost and believe that stands are the best thing that could have
happened to the economy* Kroger credits some of its "whopping" sales
growth to its stamps. Therefore, it "wouldn’t think of dropping them."
Colonial Stores consider them "an integral part of o\ir operation, end
still profitable." The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, a long¬
time foe of trading stamps, gave major credit Tuesday, June 21, 1962, to
the introduction of stamps for increasing sales to a record level in the
13 weeks ended l&iy 26. Ralph W. Bixrger, chairman and president, states,
"The important thing to us right at this time is the evidence we have
h3
that Btaii5)s seem to be getting the job done."
^"Trading Stamps and Their Impact on Food Prices," Marketing
Research Report No. 295 (March, 1962), p* 28*
^"Redemption Centers Pitch Their Tents for a Long Stay," Business
Week (February 8, 1958), pp* 44-8*
s
The Atlanta Constitution (Atlanta), Juno 21, 1962, p* 23*
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Recovering the Cost of Trading Stan5)s
There are several factors influencing cost recovery in trading
stamps. The cost of stands may be offset vdiolly or in part under the
following conditions*
1. Expenses may fall so that no increase in sales
volume is necessary. These illustrate this
possibility* (b) by giving stamps on charge
accounts only t^en paid within ten days, the
collection period can be reduced; (b) by limiting
stamps to ’•takes," delivery costs may be lowered
and, in some oases, the delivery service success^
fully dropped; (c) by light volume, sales can bo
evened out between days (and hotirs in the day),
so that personnel costs are lower. Other ad¬
justments through the use of stamps are possible
althou^ appearing much less frequently.
2. Several modifications in retailing operations
may be possible as a result of customers' en¬
hanced preference for a trading stamp store*
(a) a more limited selection of merchandise
may bo acceptable; (b) fewer markdowns may
bo required; (o) the average size of orders
may increase, because custoxoers purchase all
logical reqixirements in one store; (d) shorter
store hours may become feasible.
3. New customers and increased patronage from old
ones may make the total cost of stamps sub¬
stantially lower than the gross margin (above
out of pocket cost) on the new and extra sales
volume, k significant increase in volimie may
result and has resulted in many cases.^
There is also a break-even point in the trading stamp plan for
retailers. The 2 to 3 per cent out-of-pocket cost is one of the major
factors affecting the sales increase necessary to break oven on stamps.
faring, op. cit., pp. 167-9
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Belov, there is a break-^ven point table* The examples are based
upon ratios for the kinds of retailers covered. The gross margin, the
cost of stamps, and the net profit ratio vill all differ with changes in
Toliane, geographic locations and other similar factors*
TABLE! 1


















100 83 15 2 2
|ioo,poo Before 1 83,000 #15,000 #2,000
100,000 After 83,000 15,000 #2,000 » #2,000
105,000 5 87,150 15,000 2,100 750 -1,250
110,000 10 91,300 15,000 2,200 1,500 - 500 Break*
114,000 14 94,620 15,000 2,280 2,100 100 even
115,000 15 95,450 15,000 2,300 2,250 250 Point
120,000 20 99,600 15,000 2,400 3,000 1,000
125,000 25 103,750 16,000 2,500 3,760 1,750
130,000 30 107,900 15,000 2,600 4,500 2,500
135,000 35 112,050 15,000 2,700 6,250 3,250
140,000 40 116,200 15,000 2,800 6,000 4,000
145,000 45 120,350 15,000 2,900 6,750 4,750
150,000 50 124,500 15,000 3,000 7,500 5,500
*These figures were calculated using a 17 per cent gross margin and
keeping operating expense and margin constant*
Source* B[arvey L* Vredenberg, Trading Stamps, Bloomington, Bureau of
Business Research, 1956, p* 68*
Table 1 also illustrates the significant affect that net profit
margins have upon the sales increase required to break-even on a stanp
plan* In determining the point at which a particular kind of retail store
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■will break even on a stamp plan, the assumption is made that additional
expenses for increased -voltone -will be exactly offset by sa-vings in ex¬
pense and improved gross margins* Some costs do not go up proportionately
■with increased sales, ■whereas other costs may parallel any increase in
sales* The cost of operating the stamp plan, the additional labor, and
the possible increase in advertising expense may be offset by sa-vings
in ’’breakage”^ on stamp dispensing, lo^ner cost of goods due to additional
■volinne, reduced credit sales expense, a greater share of sales in hi^er
profit depar-fcments, saving from a bet-ter rate of stock re-burn, and
sa-vings made because not all sales entitle customers to receive s-tax^s
or because customers do not take them*
The decision to use trading stamps is more serious for retailers
■wri-bh small profit margins because -their cost may not bo absorbed unless
stamps succeed in reducing expenses, inproving margins, or increasing
-volxnne* Retailers -writh larger profit margins ha-ve more lee-way for
error, but e-very dealer must evalxia-te the rele-vant factors and decide
o
Thether or not the opportunity for gain is wor-th the risk of loss*
In reco-vering the stamp cost, se-veral techniques ha-ve been
mentioned} but the most common being -bhou^t of today is throu^
increased prices, but increasing prices to recover trading stanp cost
could by no means be effective* The majori-by of stamp using retailers
are a-nare of this fact, but all retailers do not agree on a fixed
^An allo-wance made for unforeseen expenses which may or may not
appear after the adoption of s-banps*
^"Supermarket Insti-bute Collects Evidence on Trading Stamps,"
Business Week (Sep-bember 22, 1956), p* 54*
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percentage in sales volumes and other factors mentioned to cover cost.
Retailers that adopt staii5)s and fail to increase Iheir volume of sales
will use this technique very quickly* It is their honest belief that
this is the only way out# Maybe this will suffice for the short-runj
but in the long rm, "the loss will be greater than the present gain due
to a loss of customers*
Also, to increase the price of food to recover the stamp cost
would not be a policy in the public interest. The public is against a
price increase under any condition; and if stamps were causing this
increase, they would not be considered "perhaps the most potent new sales
device in the United States today,
The Supermarket Institute collected data on trading stamp users
and non-users in 1954 and discovered that sales increased by 17 per cent
for users and only 11 per cent for non-users. Their conclusion was that
stamps do not increase the price of food and that either one of two
things was wrong if some type of increase in sales was not obtained
during einy leng:fchy period of tise. The store is not in a position to
2
distribute stamps or something was wrong with management.
A siarvey by the Agriculture Department in 1957 knooksd some of
the wind out of the pitch which stated that stan^^s do not increase the
price of food by revealing that food stores using stamps had prices
averaging 0.6 per cent above their non-stamp competitors.
^"Stuok With Stamps," Economist (February 23, 1957), pp. 645-6.
^"Supermarket Institute Collects Evidence on Trading Stamps,"
Business Week (September 22, 1956), p. 54.
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At this time, the stan^) sellers set out to prove that, in the
event there vnas an increase in food prices because of stamps, the con¬
sumers -were still getting more by saving stamps than they would if they
did not save stamps* A family vdio spends f240 to get 2,400 stamps woiild
have paid only $1.42 more than they would had they not gotten the stamps.
With these stamps they would have been able to get an item selling for
$6 at retail idiich is still more than the $1.42 cost of the stamps.^
This is the only study which has revealed that stamps cause a
sligjht increase in fcod prices. V^aricus studies seem tc disagree very
strongly with this view* The Indiana University study foxind little or no
evidence of price rises when stands come to a ci-ty. In a recent Harvard
Business Review, Eugene R* Beem stated that stamps did not increase the
price cf food and went so far as to say prices may drop with the use cf
stamps.
Measuring the Results cf Trading Stamps
The effectiveness of trading stamps as a promotional technique is
a vigorously debated issue* Pro-staji5> retailers argue that the use of
stamps brings about an increase in sales, larger dollar profits, hi^er
gross margin percentages, and reduced operating expense ratios* Critics,
however, contend that these benefits are illusory.
At present, there has been only one complete study made in an
atte2i5)t to measure the effectiveness of trading stamps* This study was
^"Trading Stamps Unwelcome Habit," Financial World (March 14,
1962), p. 4,
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made in Indianapolis by the Bureau of Business Research, Indiana Uni¬
versity, School of Business.^ They atten^ted to meas^lre the effective¬
ness of trading stamps by securing operating data from stomp users,
non-users and ex-users* By comparing changes in sales volxime, profits,
margins, and expense ratios for these three groups of merchants, an
effort was made to estimate (l) the efficiency of trading stamps as a
promotional tool, and (2) the influence of trading stamp usage on retail
competition*
This study was quite difficult since small businesses either do
not keep accvirate records or they keep no records at all* Some retailers
were reluctant to reveal operating data about their businesses. Operating
data often were nonoomparable from one firm to another within the same
kind of business classification* Also, trading stamps are obviously only
one of several possible factors affecting retailers* operating results*
External variables such as changes in customer buying habits, income, or
expectations; population trends; and the promotional strategies of com¬
petitors can decisively influence a merchant’s profit or loss position*
In addition, a retailer can alter his operating statement by varying
advertising expenditures, diversifying merchandise assortment, moving to
a new location, altering price policies, changing store hours, or modi¬
fying customer services* Since all of these variables may simultaneously
influence operating results, it is impossible to isolate and meastire the
^Vredenburg, op* cit*, p. 135*
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real effect of a single promotional tool like trading stamps upon a
profit and loss statement.
Finally, even thou^ a complete census of stamp users in the
Indianapolis market tras taken in every kind of business classification
except service stations, iidiere a randcan sample was selected, the ninriber
included in some categories of trade is small. Thus, conclusions about
the results of stamp usage or their effects upon competitive relation¬
ships in selected businesses must be very tentative. The years 1954 and
1956 were selected because they encompass a time period during which
stamps had limited, moderate, and widespread usage by the retailers*
sinrvey.
The data presented a mixed image of the results of stamp usage
in the Indianapolis Market. Conclusions can vary depending upon whether
one gives greater weight to chances in sales volume, dollar profits,
gross margin percentages, or operating expense ratios. Also, it makes a
difference whether one concentrates upon numbers or percentages of retail¬
ers included in the analysis.
Between 1954 and 1956, small independent trading stamp respondents
had a 7.3 per cent increase in sales volume by comparison with 6.3 per cent
for non-stan^ and ex-stamp merchants surveyed. The one percentage point
superioriiy of stamp users in boosting sales volime probably stems from
the relative success of merchants in the food and service station fields
in using this promotional tool.^
^Ibid., p. 138.
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With regard to dollar profits, the performance of ex-usera was
somendiat superior to that of stamp and non-stan^) retailers included in
the sujrwey of small independents. The data reveal that 38,0 per cent of
the ex-users reported greater dollar profits in 1956 than in 1954; 33.8
per cent of the stamp users did the same; -while 32.0 per cent of the non¬
users had hi^er profits diiring -this period.
Among large food retailers, the sales volume increases of stamp
users -wias camparahle be-bween 1954 and 1956 in the food field; however,
grocery chains using stamps appear to ha-ve increased in popularity more
generally than those which did not adopt this promotional tool. The
effect of trading stamp usage upon large retailers* dollar profits could
not be ascertained from the da-ta they provided.
The small s-bamp users surveyed were much more successful than
their non-stamp or ex-stsunp counterparts in increasing their gross margin
peroen-bages be-bween 1954 and 1956. Sli^tly over 14 per cent of the
stamp merchants, 8.3 per cent of the ex-users, and 6.8 per cent of the non¬
users reported hi^er gross margins in 1956 -bhan in 1954. In general,
large retailers had stable or sligjitly lowered margins during this period*
Only in the food field did stsimp users ha-ve greater success than -bheir
non-stamp counterparts in maintaining their gross margin peroen-bages.
Between 1954 and 1956, small independent stamp users had greater
difficulty in controlling operating expenses -bhan did their non-stamp or
ex-s-bamp competitors. In stmnnary, 44.2 per cent of small stamp users,
35.7 per cent of former users, and 27.4 per cent of non-users reported a
higher operating expense ratio in 1956 than in 1954. Largely because of
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their success in boosting sales volume, large scale stamp users controlled
their operating expense ratio as well as did their non-staii^) competitors
during this period.^
The study revealed that a retailer -viiho adopted a "strange" stan^)
soon after it was introduced in the market, who promoted it progressively,
who gave it freely to all eligible customers, and who was able to handle
additional sales volume with little or no increase in operating expense
Tias likely to be a successful stamp-user, provided his establishment was
competitive in other phases of its operations. No promotional tool can
overcome a poor location, obsolete physical facilities, inadequate park¬
ing facilities, incomplete merchandise assortments, excessive prices, or
restricted advertising and promotional budgets.
Stamps and Pricing Policies
Analysis of the price data gathered by the Bureau of Labor Sta¬
tistics is the clearest indication that stamps have not forced food
prices up in general. In fact, these data suggest that stamps may have
held down food prices.*’
Food prices in major cities rose in inverse proportion to the
degree of stamp saturation between December, 1954 and December, 1956.
Based on statistics, liie cities in which stamps became significant
appear, on a whole, to have been less competitive prioewise than others
based on the increase of pre-stamp trends. In essence, if stamps did
%aring, op. cit., pp. 135-149.
^"Retail Food Prices of Cities," D. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(September, 1956), p. 50.
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increase the price, they would have certainly done so in these large
cities*
There are, however, limitations in the data hy the Bureau of
Labor Statistics* The Bureau prices a san^jle of 90 widely used food items
in a cross section of chain and independent stores in 46 major cities,
collecting prices at midweek once each month. It may be argued that
this index is too blunt to support definite conclusions as to the impact
of stamps on prices. Also, the index failed to pick up the possibility
that prices may be raised by reductions in weekend specials. Finally,
price increases by stamp stores could have been offset by price reduction
of their non-staitp competitors.^
A very important question appears at this point for examination.
Is it possible or logical that stamps could have the effect of not
accelerating but of holding down food price increases? Can stan^) costs
be accounted for if they have not worked their way into higher food
prices?
Customer surveys make it apparent that stamps are a dominant
patronage motive with only a handful of customers, perhaps 1 per cent to
3 per cent. It has been found that, in every siorvey ranking customers’
patronage motives, stamps rank far below basic merchandising attractions
such as price, assortment of goods and convenience of location. Neverthe¬
less, some surveys suggest that in some communities, stan^js have altered
from 10 per cent to 15 per cent of total market patronage. Most of the
^E. R. Beem, "Who Profits From Trading Stamps," Harvard Business
Review, X3QC7 (November-December, 1957), 129-32*
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switching has apparently been by consumers iuho were unable to find a more
fundamental reason than stanps for choosing one retailer against another.^
Much of it, too, seems to have been the result of more concentrated
loyalty of particxilar stores rather than diversion to stores not previously
patronized*
Not all of the customers are attracted by stamps. Ten per cent to
15 per cent would be repelled by price increases to cover stamp costs, but
the loss would not have to be substantial to make price boosts unprofitable*
If a stamp store raises its prices by 2 per cent, a loss of 10 per cent or
12 per cent of patronage is ordinarily enou^ to leave the store worse off
even though the prices are higher. For example*
A store operating with an overall gross margin of 18
per cent will clear ^0,18 on every |1*00 of sales to
go toward store expense and net profit* If prices
are raised 2 per cent, the store will clear |0*20
on every $1*02 of sales*
Before the price increase, $5*55 of sales are
necessary to clear $1*00* After the price increase,
$5*10 of sales will provide this $1*00* ($5.00 in
transactions measured by previous prices*) If the
store loses more than 11 per cent of its patronage
($0*55/$5*55), it earns less direct profit than it
did before the price increase, assiiming that within
relevant ranges of losses there are no significant
reductions in total operating expenses as sales
decline*2
It has been argued time and time again that stamps increase the
price of food* Mr* Beem clarified the assumption that it would be Im-
^•'Retail Food Prices of Cities," U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(September, 1956), p* 30*
^Beem, op* cit*, pp* 129-32*
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probable to raise prices. In addition to this, he denied the assumption
of btu-ying (covering up) the increase.
The argument that stamp-giving merchants can hide a 2 per cent
price increase so that customer traffic inrill be unaffected is not con¬
vincing unless competitors go along with the rise, even for food stores
vdiere assortments are typically 4,000 to 5,000 items. There is too much
comparison shopping to make this mistake. Nine out of every ten families
regularly buy their groceries in more than one store, and nearly one in
five shop aromd in as many as six or more stores.^
It may be argued that prices on rapid turnover items, typically
20 per cent of store items, must be held in line but that hikes can be
applied Judiciously to the remaining 80 per cent of the assortment
without much loss. The fallacy in this argument is that the fast moving
20 per cent typically accounts for 80 per cent of all sales; the remain¬
ing do only 20 per cent of total volme. To add 2 per cent to a total
revenue by price increase on the latter would require prohibitive price
increases averaging 10 per cent without affecting unit sales. This
2
would be out of the question.
Professor Wilbur B. England also had something to say about the
effects of stamps on food prices. In his study he states*
Many representatives of consvnaer groups have surgued
that margins have had to increase to pay for stanp plans,




have argued that increased sales volume has not affected
expense ratios that the cost of stan^) plans have been
absorbed. It is rather obvious that the expense of a
stamp plan adds to the cost of doing business. Some of
the increase in sales volume without an equivalent
increase in cost and a consequent reduction in unit
costs, reduction of other types of promotion, the
addition of nonfood items carrying higher markups, eind
lower cost of merchandise because of increased buying
power
On the basis of what has been taken from Mr. Beem's and Mr.
England’s study and various other studies during this period, we can
conclude that stamps do not increase prices. We could go so far as to
say that if two stores in the same area, a stamp user and a non-stas^
user, sold a cash basket of groceries, the consumer purchasing from the
non-stamp market would pay a few cents less because the non-stamp user
would try to out prices to gain a greater share of the market, while
the stamp user will keep his prices constant and give stamps. The
premium received by the consmer would offset the cash. This would be
a location where competition is keen and the non-stamp-using store was
using price slashes as a preventive measxire to dominate the market.
^Preceding paragraph from Wilbur B. England, "Operating Result in
Food Chains in 1956” (Boston: Harvard Gradxmte School of Business Adminis¬
tration, 1957), p. 25.
CHAPTER III
LEGALITY OF TRADING STAMPS IN THE UNITED STATES
Trading Stamps in Relation to the Laws and Activities
of Federal, State and Local Government
It is true that trading stamps are used hy a minority of retailers
in this co\intry. However, this minority group is increasing at a rapid
pace. Many among the majority vdio do not use stamps have lost profits
because of stamp competition or have feared that they might lose profits.
Some have looked to government to protect them from such loss. In
situations in idiich they have had adequate organization and resoxirces,
such retailers have posed a real threat to the continued use of trading
stamps. A number of retailers are not opposing stamps because they
sincerely believe that they are illegal, but mostly because of the fear
of idxat other stamp-using competitors will do to their profits.
To illustrate this point, let us see vdiat Lingan A. Warren,
president of Safeways Stores, thou^t about trading stamps.^ It has
been said that more than anything else, it was the little green stamp
that sealed the downfall or overturn of Mr. Warren.
To Warren, trading stamps represented a poor way of cutting
prices of groceries. He fou^t them bitterly, to the point where an
admittedly large chunk of Safeways' profits went into retaliatory price-
cutting and expensive, legal suits against the retailers that used them.




While Mr. Warren used all procedures and methods to Bxunri're the
pressures from stamp-using competitors, the government brought an anti¬
trust suit against Safeways, charging that their ptirpose for cutting
prices was to drive independents out of business and monopolize food
retailing in the southwest.
During the last ten years, more than 300 anti-stamp bills were
introduced in the legislatures of most states. Of these bills, only
six were enacted and only two are now in effect. In fact, one of the
six bills was defeated by popular vote in a 1956 Worth Dakota referenda.
Prior to 1916, state courts in Alabama, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New York,
North Carolina, Rhode Island, Vermont and Virginia held prohibition of
trading stanps constitutionally invalid and as an improper exercise of
the police power. Decisions in federal district courts in Arkansas and
the District of Columbia, and in state courts in Louisiana and Washington
were to the contrary. In 1916, the United States Supreme Court held that
state legislation restricting or prohibiting trading stamps and similar
devices did not violate the federal constitution. This opinion was
followed dToring the next three years by the oo\irts of Kansas, Wisconsin
and Maryland. However, since 1919, no court, except in Wyoming, has up¬
held a statute prohibiting or restricting trading stan^is. In fact, state
courts in Alabama, Colorado, Michigan, Indiana, Utah, Kentuolsy, New Hamp¬
shire, Massachusetts, Iowa, Maine, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Florida
and Tennessee have held that trading stamps cannot be constitutionally
prohibited or restricted.
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Historically, the stan|) compemies have been neither opposed to,
nor in favor of, fair trade laws or tmfair sales acts. It does, however,
object to the abusive use of these laws against trading stsimps*
The purpose of unfair sales acts is to eliminate sales below cost
and "loss leader” selling. The purpose of fair trade laws is to protect
the good will attached to a manufacturer *s trade mark which may bo
injured by unauthorized price cutting.
The fact is that trading stamps, when given one for each ten-cent
purchase, do not lend themselves to price cutting because they are given
”acroBs the board,” They are a form of institutional promotion rather
than product promotion so they cannot possibly affect the good will or
reputation behind the trade mark or brand name of a manufacturer. More¬
over, it has been recognized by several courts that the issuance of
trading stamps constitutes a discoxint for the payment of cash which does
not effect a reduction in price. The company, therefore, takes the posi¬
tion that these laws do not pertain to trading stamps*
One frequent type of attack on trading stamps has been that idiioh
asserts that unredeemed stamps are abandoned property which should by
statute revert to the state. This particular line of attack has been
strongly discouraged by the final decision of the Supreme Court of New
Jersey in a case started in January, 1955, and concluded in January, 1960*
The state had claimed the value of unredeemed stamps Tonder New Jersey’s
escheat or abandoned property laws. After a thorough consideration of
the facts and law, the New Jersey Supreme Court held, in effect, that
unredeemed trading stamps are not the type of property that can be made
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subject to escheat. Althou^ the case may not be binding on other states,
its conclusions would be most persuasive in their coxjrts and legislatures*
There have been numerous governmental investigations of the trading
stamp business in recent years, all of which have resulted in conclusions
favorable to trading stamps and have been opposed to their prohibition or
restriction by law. The Federal Trade Commission, after by far the most
thorough study of the trading stamp business that has ever been conducted,
announced on October 3, 1957, that it had foxmd no violations of the
federal anti-trust laws. The opening paragraph of the Commission’s state¬
ment was as follows]
The Federal Trade Commission announced today that
it did not consider trading stamp plans in themselves
to be an unfair method of competition under the laws
it administers and concluded not to issue any complaints
at this time prohibiting the use of trading stamps*^
Both the Department of Agriculture and the Deparianent of Conmerce
have studied trading stamps and their effect on retailers and consvmers*
Neither department has suggested a need for governmental regulation. In¬
tensive investigations of the trading stan^) business have been conducted
by the legislatures of Massachusetts, New Ycrk, Connecticut, Michigan,
California, Arizona and South Dakota. The reports based on these investi¬
gations have been generally most favorable to trading stamps and have not
supported their prohibition or restriction*
^"Investigations of Trading Stamps," Some Frequently Asked Ques¬
tions About S & H and the Trading Stamp Business (March, 1962J, p. 20.
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Public Opinion of Trading Stamps
Generally, the public will agree that the trading stamp is
presently a very important and useful economic factor in this coiintry’s
economy. This is true due to its contributions to our society and
economy. However, some retailers and consianers feel as if the intro¬
duction of stamps was the worst thing that could have happened in our
economy.
First, let us discuss some of the contributions that the trading
stamp has made in our socie-ty. Next, we will try to analyze some of the
problems which have caused some of our retailers and oonsTuaers to oppose
stamps.
It has been found in various surveys that many oonsmers like
and want stamps because they are a method of painless saving. Also,
stamp savers enjoy a reputation, with their friends, of being economical
and thrifty. Stamps satisfy the collecting instinct in maiy people.
There are satisfactions in the redemption of the completed collector's
book.^
In addition to this, trading stamps increase the effectiveness of
competition in retailing. It offers another dimension for competitive
activity. In essence, trading stamps may be introduced because price
reductions to attract more patronage are not feasible. On the other hand,
some retailers introduce stamps and reduce prices at the same time because
l”Some Higihli^ts on Stamps," Public Opinion and Trading Stamps
(January 2, 1962), p. 6.
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stamps attract enou^ additional customers to offset both the cost of the
stamp plan and the cost of reducing prices.^
Another contribution of the trading stamps is that they are given
only with prompt payment; they tend to eliminate the abuse of credit*
Finally, the public derives a benefit from pxirchases by trading
stamp firms of merchandise, tax payments, employment, expenditures and
the like*
It was noted that some retailers oppose trading stamps. Perhaps
these retailers did not think seriously about the stamps before adopting
them; thus not understanding their purpose and not realizing the fact
that all retailers cannot be successful with stamps, they were doomed to
failure. Possibly they were mislead by persons who had used stamps for
a short period and were unsuccessful, or perhaps mislead by persons who
used stamps and were successful and believed that they could be success¬
ful these facts notwithstanding*
Experience shows that, before adopting stamps, a very careful
analysis should be made. The adoption of trading stamps is very much
like a stock investment; the risk is great. If you invest in stock and
the price goes up, this is good. If you adopt trading stamps and you
are able to attract new customers and ensure continuing patronage by
existing customers, this is also good. But suppose this was the other
way around, wherein there was a "bear” market for stock after the invest¬
ment and after the adoption of stamps, you fail to bring in additional
^"Economic and Social Contributions of Trading Stamps," Some
Questions Frequently Asked About Trading Stamps (March, 1962), p, 6*
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cuBtomers and your regular patronage seems to be at a stand still. TOiat
would be the general impression after these incidents occurred? Naturally,
the attitudes toward stocks and stamps would be negative.
The following paragraph further illustrates why a number of
retailers oppose stamps, assuming that they invest and are unsuccessful.
A young couple who have painstakingly accumulated
,000, have put it into such a guaranteed foolproof
growth stock as Brunswioh or Texas Instmment and
have watched it fade away to less than t400 are likely
to grow rather suspicious about common stock as a
hedge against inflation. A man vAio has gambled
110,000 on a new issue and has been cleaned out is
likely to begin to question not only Wall Street’s
golden promise but even its good faith.^
This seems to be a typical example of nifeat is happening in the
steonp industry. Retailers are suspicious and question the validity of
trading stamps because they were mable to receive the benefits that are
said to derive from stamps. We have a growing group of pessimists. I
am not insinuating that eventually stamps will have a downfall due to a
continuously increasing pessimist group, because the optimist group is
increasing at a greater speed. I am merely stating that this is one of
the leading factors iidiich contributes to the opposing group.
Other retailers believe that local retailers suffer when house-*
wives redeem their stanps for merchandise they might otherwise have
purchased locally. The facts are that the existence of stamp plans
normally stimulates local sales. For one thing, stamp catalogues are
extremely powerful advertising media for many of the items carried on
^”Ifa.rket Jolt,” Life (June 8, 1962), p. 69.
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local retail shelves. In addition to this, a consumer may have two items
in mind vihich she has seen in a catalogue or in a redemption center. She
irill save enough stasis to get one item but is Tutwilling to -wait until
she has enou^ steals to exchange for the other and thus pays cash for
it in a local store.
Finally, maybe the local store is in the area of a redemption
center idiioh means that more traffic would pass the local store, thus a
possibility of increasing sales. Frcaa all indications, the local store*s
sales would be increased instead of decreased.
Stamp Company.--Stamp companies realize that retailing has tinder-
gone and is still undergoing a great change. They regard their stamps as
a necessary merdiandising device because at this time low prices alone
have lost their effectiveness to the public.^
The stamp companies are confronted with two problems at this
point. First, since stamps are a necessary merchandising device and
nearly all large chains are gradually moving in, how will this affect the
small grocer? Next, if all retailers decide to adopt stamps, will the
trading stamp gradually take its place with the low prices and some other
promotional tool move in?
In the first case, it seems as though the small grocer or retailer
will be killed eventually by large chains adopting stampsThe small
retailer cannot compete with the chains duo to its small-scale operation




and marglii. The small retailers are pinched by the cost of stajups, about
3 per cent on each sales dollar. With the large chains like A & P now in
the foldf the heat will be on stores that already have a hard time matching
the big chains on price, let alone stamp plans.
In the latter case, some large staup company officials stated
that stamps will lose very little of their drawing power even in the day
of satx*ration. An officer from S & H, which should know more about the
power of st8iii5)s than any other company, says that stamps are effective
■jdierever people are indifferent as to where they shop. If two stores are
eqml in other respects, he suggests, the one that gives stamps vrill draw
more customers; if both give stamps, customers will favor the store that
has the better stamp plan. If the stamp plans are approximately eqxial,
the competing merchants are back vdiere they were before stamps became
an essential merchandising tool; therefore, they would have to become
better merchants.^
Retailer .—American retailers, particularly the food stores,
may have a monkey on their backs. In embracing trading stamp plans which
reward their customers for patronage and patience, merchants may have
taken on a sales gimmick that they now can *t shake off even if they want
to*^
If you would pick a number of retailers at random and ask them if
they liked stamps or just how they felt about stamps, you would find that
^Ibld.
^"Trading Stanps Unwelcome Habit,” Financial World (March 14,
1962), p. 4.
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non-users detest them; users have a split decision. In Pittsburgh inhere
stamps have been going strong for quite some time, the vast majority
"•wished s’fcan^s had not started." In Syracuse, -they are ■vie'wed as a
"necessary evil." Cle-nrelanders say they ■were high-jacked into them by
competitors. Massachusetts -would like to see a law against them.
On the other hand, as has been stated previously, a nxjmber of
retailers think that stamps are -the best thing that could have been intro¬
duced in -the economy. Colonial Stores consider them "an integral part of
operations, and still profitable." Kroger credits some of its "vhopping"
sales gro-ffth to its stands; therefore, "wouldn't think of dropping them."
Safe-way tried to get around stamps for quite some time, but finally
adopted them and seems to be doing great. A & P very recently joined the
band-wagon for using stamps, and had record sales during the first three
months of use.
Consumer.—Trading stamps continue to be highly popular -wi-th
consumers all o-ver the United S-tates. Members of 40,900,000 of the
nation's estimated 53,800,000 households regularly save -trading stamps
to redeem them.^ Overndielmingly they regard trading s-tan^js as an "extra"
value idiich they -would not get by shopping elsewhere, and like to ha-ro
them.
Consumers take a dim view of legislati-we attempts to hamper mer¬
chants who -wish to gi-TO stamps; only 6 out of any 100 can be found -who
-would condone government action to eliminate s-tamps.
^"Public Opinion and Trading Stamps," Summary of Annual Study by
Benson and Benson, Inc., for the Sperry and Hutchinson Company (1961J,
p. 12.
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Stamps are saved by people throu^out the United States and are
popular with shoppers of every age, occupation, income, and education
level. Women are more inclined than men to save stamps. Large families
are more inclined than small families to save stamps. Where there are just
one or two in a family, approximately 66 per cent save steui^js. However,
in households numbering three or more persons, more than 26,000,000 of
the rougihly 32,000,000 save stamps to redeem them (over 80 per cent).^
Consumers with hi^er income are more inclined to save stamps
than those with lower income. Well-educated consumers are more inclined
to save stamps for redemption than those with little education. Among
consumers with income of $5,000 or below, 7 out of 10 save stan^js. But
among consumers representing income of $5,000 or above, 8 out of 10 save
stamps. About 7 out of 10 of those with some grammar school education
save stamps. About 8 out of 10 of those with some high school or higher
2
education save stamps.
People of all ages save stamps, but the younger the faailies,
the more inclined they are toward saving; 84 per cent of consumers from
21 to 34 years of age save stamps. Sevenly-ei^t per cent of oonsxnners
from 35 to 49 years of age save stamps. Sixty-ei^t per cent of con-
svimers 50 and above save stamps.
We can see that stanps are by no means used by all constimers.




the price," "they are considered a trick," "too much trouble," and "it
takes too long to redeem a conylete book." Thus, the impact of steimps
on consumers has ranged from keen enthusiasm outright hostility.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The stamp companies feel as though they have a sound business
as a yhole. But not nearly as sotind as they would like to be or as
soxind as it will be within a very short period of time. They are aware
of the fact that they still have companies with very weak plans that
started diuring the period of great expansion. The trend toward fewer
stamp companies probably will continue because weaker plans that were
introduced during the period of rapid expansion generally go out of
business. If this trend continues, it should place the trading stamp
business as a whole on a soiuider financial basis.
Now that the stai^ companies are no longer defending themselves
on the basis of the legality of trading stamps in the United States and
the increase in prices of items sold with stamps, they believe that they
will have smooth sailing in the future. However, at this time one ques¬
tion is still unanswered. TOiat will happen when all retailers adopt
stamps? If all retailers would adopt stamps, would they still maintain
their present buying incentive sind value to the consixmer, or will the
retailers be in the same position that they were in before stamps? If
the latter is true, there would be great possibilities of retailers
dropping stamps and adopting some other purchasing incentive plan. This
would put the stamp con^anies completely out of business. This is merely
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a possibility of -what could happen. But officials from stamp companies
do not foresee this happening. They have confidence in their business
and believe that greater potentials are in the future.
In the future, the stamp companies plan to poxir a fortune into
promotions and incentive plans. Gold Bond's president, Cxirtis L. Carlson,
likes the way incentive plans can enlist the housewife. It has a deal
with an insurance concern under udiich the housewife gets one Gold Bond
stamp for every 10^ worth of insurance her husband sells.
Financial institutions are another good bet. Triple S has had
a program for several years with a large bank that gives out stamps to
welcome new accounts, or to award increases in accounts.
One program that S & H drew up was strictly a sales incentive
deal. The company (it happened to be a division of Daystorm, Inc.) put
on a 90-day drive to get its 85 salesmen to beat their performance of
the same 90 days a year earlier. Since it took some doing just to meet
the previous base quota, a salesman vho made 90 per cent of his quota
got one book of stamps. IHien he raised it to 91 per cent, he got two
morej at 92 per cent, he got three more. By the time he had reached
120 per cent, he would have 66 books.
On a quality control program, a division of General Motors
Corporation awarded 300 stamps to its production personnel for every
1 per cent decrease in the number of rejects they turned out. Other con¬
cerns have used stamps to stimulate safety programs in the factory, to
get new accovints, and the like.
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S & H’s economist, E. R. Beem, admits that competition will
launch the incentive plans quicker and on a broader scale than anything
else* With the competition for the housewife getting hotter by the
moment, stamp con5>anies are conibing the bushes for fresh markets.
llaybe if the competition between stamp companies continues to
get keener, we will no longer think of two saving stamps faster than one
but four or five saving stamps faster than two because stan^) saving will
no longer be left entirely to the husband and wife but to all members of
the family. These are only a few new plans in iidiich the staiq) companies
are presently engaged. But from the various areas that have been men¬
tioned, if the stamp companies would cover these areas as they have
covered the food industry, I must admit that the futture possibilities
for stan^ coii^>anies are tremendous*
The stamp-using retailers believe that stands are necessary in
our present economy. One retailer went so far as to compare trading
stamps with air conditioners, self-service counters and delivery ser¬
vice. Consumers are drawn to these outlets due to the amount of con¬
venience made available, likewise consximers are drawn to these outlets
by steimps because they are receiving their merchandise plus something
free*
On the other hand, there will always be a negative point of view
coming from the non-stan^ using retailers. They consist of retailers
udio were \msuccessful with staB5)s and naturally retailers with a complete¬
ly dim view of trading stamps. But the quicker they realize the fact that
stamps are necessary presently in order to get sm.d maintain a fair share
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of the consumer volume in the economy, the more profitable they will be.
However, it is xmderstandable that all retailers cannot use stamps. Those
small retailers vdiich are operating on a very small margin cannot compete
with the large chains} thus, they are forced to drop the stamps. This is
very xmfortunate for them, but it is true. Their best bet is to stop
trying to compete with the chains and return to their position in the
economy before the staji^) was introduced which may even lead to going out
of business.
Finally, the consumer gains from stamps, by all indications, not
at the cost of increases in prices. Indeed, it does not appear that food
prices in the aggregate have increased at all as a result of stamps. There
are probably exceptions to this conclusion in certain cities, and there
may be exceptions in particular cases in all areas, but the general con¬
clusion is supported by trade surveys, by analyses of food price changes
in cities of varying stanp saturation, and by logical analyses.
A. final point to the constuner taken from the Consxmier Reports
states that*
If you save trading stamps, be sure to make a
periodic check of comparative prices between the
stores giving stamps and the stores that do not.
Consumers appear to be interested in saving stamps
and, on the basis of the best available evidence,
if all other things are equal-prices, convenience,
availability of graded meat, and adequate selection
of goods—it probably pays the consumer to save the
stamps. Stamp redemption centers, however, have
sometimes been reported as poorly stocked and the
goods you find there may not look as attractive
as the beautiful pictures in the stamp premium
book. If you have saved up several books of
stamps, insist upon getting the item you want.
If you have any difficulty, report to the retailer
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issuing the steimps as vrell as to the stasop company*
And if you fail to get satisfaction from the stamp
redemption center, the stamp company and/or the
sponsoring retailer, report the incident to the
Federal Trade Commission and your Better Business
B\ireau*l
111'Your Household," Consumer Reports (December, 1961), EOO*
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